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Abstract: The Installation and maintenance costs of dedicated interconnection networks for PC cluster are still ex-
pensive, and they tend to increase the specializations and complexities in comparison with Ethernet due to dedicated
protocols and libraries to draw their hardware performance. The porting works from Ethernet system to dedicated
system need lots of time and manpower. This paper proposes a simple and portable method, PMCME, that improves
the PC cluster performance only by loading the proposed module. The existing systems can easily and cheaply in-
troduce PMCME. The basic idea is that the performance of PC clusters increases by improving the total bandwidth
of the streams running concurrently on each node even if the bandwidth of each stream does not increase. PMCME
performs better than IEEE802.3ad (LACP) without the LACP supported switches. LACP performance is influenced
by the network parameters such as IP addresses and MAC addresses because it uses them as hash keys for distribution
policy. On the contrary, PMCME shows the stable performance regardless of them.
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1. Introduction

Ethernet is widely employed to interconnect PC cluster nodes
because of its high cost-effectiveness. However, even if 10G Eth-
ernet is employed, the communication performance cannot catch
up with sharp increase in computing performance which increases
in proportion to the number of cores. This paper proposes the
portable method to improve the total bandwidth available at each
node. The proposed method (hereafter called PMCME: Portable
method using both Multi-core and Multiple Ethernet ports) is eas-
ily installed to each node by loading proposed module and at-
taching several NICs to node. The existing applications receive
the benefit of PMCME without any additional effort. The exist-
ing NIC and its drivers are also available in PMCME as before.
PMCME has high portability. In particular when PC cluster em-
ploys multiple switches, PMCME shows its full abilities because
it does not require an interconnection (hereafter, called link) be-
tween switches as described below.

The basic idea of PMCME is to improve the total bandwidth
of streams running concurrently on each node by distributing the
high bandwidth streams among multiple Ethernet ports almost
equally as shown in Fig. 1 (a). In the case of six streams and three
Ethernet ports, each Ethernet port (hereafter, called Eport) of the
sender transmits two streams and each Eport of the receiver re-
ceives two streams. Figure 1 (b) shows the communication form
in the case above. P0 Eport of the sender communicates only
with P0 Eport of the receiver through Switch 0 according to cor-
respondence information table prepared in advance. The packets
from P0 of the sender never reach P1 or P2 of the receiver. P1 and
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P2 also communicate in the same way as P0. The links between
switches, which increase the latency and can cause a communi-
cation bottleneck, are removed. The proposed method is imple-
mented by modifying Bonding module in Linux. The number of
modified code in the existing module is slightly 100 lines or so.

The target of PMCME is Ethernet family including 10G. This
paper evaluates using Gigabit Ethernet due to lack of 10G hard-
ware. The evaluation on 10G Ethernet will be conducted after
getting hardware.

2. Related Works

Powerful networks such as Myrinet [1], Infiniband [2],
QsNet [3], and RHiNET [4] employ specialized protocols and
libraries in order to obtain full hardware performance. They aim
to improve not only the bandwidth but also the latency by making
the best use of dedicated hardware. The proposed PMCME aims
to improve the total bandwidth available of each node using
existing Ethernet hardware and TCP/IP protocol stack.

There are many previous works to improve communica-
tion performance on PC cluster with Ethernet. GAMMA [5],
MultiEdge [6], EMP [7], GigaE PM [10], PM/Ethernet [15],
PM/Ethernet-HXB [11], and MPI/QMP [9] only work on limited
Ethernet NICs since they use modified NIC drivers. iWARP [8]

Fig. 1 Basic idea.
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needs expensive Ethernet NICs specially made for them. EMP,
GigaE PM, and MPI/QMP require programmable NICs.

MultiEdge, iWARP, MPI/QMP, PM/Ethernet, and PM/
Ethernet-HXB among them use bonding technique of multiple
Eports. MultiEdge, iWARP, and PM/Ethernet distribute the
packets of single stream to multiple Eports (paths) in a round-
robin fashion for improving the bandwidth of each stream.
PMCME differs from them in that it distributes the packets to
multiple Eports (paths) in units of streams for improving the
total bandwidth of streams concurrently running on each node.
Multi-path communication of the previous works comes with
the disadvantage of out-of-order arrivals of packets because
the packets of each stream traverse different paths. Whereas
PMCME causes less out-of-order arrivals because all packets of
each stream are transmitted using single path. MPI/QMP has
Mesh connections and PM/Ethernet-HXB has Hyper Crossbar
connections. Main targets of them are the applications using
frequent neighboring communications such as Lattice QCD code.
PMCME are widely targeted at bandwidth sensitive applications.

RI2N/DRV increases the bandwidth between two nodes using
two Eports at both the sender and receiver with two switches,
so-called segment division. The information for the receiver is
inserted between Ethernet header and IP header as new header at
the sender. Ethernet frame is modified for RI2N/DRV. Also, be-
cause it is so hard to reorder the packets which alternately arrive at
two Eports, the latency performance is lower than the round-robin
distribution of the existing Bonding driver in Linux. RI2N/DRV
also makes no mention of the performance using more than two
Eports.

IEEE802.3ad (LACP) and round-robin distribution are more
similar to PMCME because they improve the bandwidth without
requiring the special hardware and protocols. They are compared
with PMCME in Evaluation section.

3. Design of PMCME

This section begins by looking at how LACP and round-robin
distribution work and explains the design of PMCME in order
to make clear the differences between PMCME and the exist-
ing techniques (i.e., LACP and round-robin distribution). LACP
and round-robin distribution are implemented in original Bonding
module in Linux.

3.1 IEEE802.3ad (LACP) and Round-robin Distribution
LACP provides functions to control bundling of several phys-

ical Eports together to form a single logical channel for both
communication load-balancing and fault tolerance. Load balanc-
ing provides an increase in communication bandwidth both be-
tween switches and between a server and a switch. Figure 2 (a)
shows the outline sketch of LACP between switches. The pack-
ets, which arrived in switch 1 from nodes in the upper side, are
distributed to multiple Eports in switch 1 so that switch 1 trans-
mit the packets to switch 2 with multiple paths. The decision as to
which Eport should be used for transmitting each packet depends
on the value of hash key area of each packet. First, the hash value
is calculated from this area’s several values (e.g., destination and
source MAC address) with an exclusive OR, etc. Then the value is

Fig. 2 Outline of LACP.

Fig. 3 Outline of round-robin distribution.

divided by the number of Eports and the remainder is used to des-
ignate Eport number. Eventually, LACP distributes the packets to
multiple Eports in units of streams. Figure 2 (b) shows the outline
sketch of LACP between server and switch. The distribution of
packets is performed in the server in the same way as the former.
In this case, LACP improves the bandwidth between the server
and switch, that is to say, LACP contributes to a client/server sys-
tem. Thus, LACP is originally suitable to links between switches
or client/server systems.

Meanwhile, the sender implementing round-robin distribution
transmits the packets of a single stream using multiple Eports in
a round-robin fashion. Figure 3 shows the example of packets
flow when the sender and receiver are respectively connected with
three Eports. The sender accurately transmits the packets P1 to
P6 in a round-robin fashion. However, the switch forwards their
packets to multiple Eports irregularly because all three Eports of
the receiver have the same MAC addresses due to specification
of round-robin distribution. The packets flow between the switch
and receiver in this figure is just one example. The switch trans-
mits each packet from the switch Eport that learns most recently
the receiver’s MAC address by ACK packet from the receiver.
Round-robin distribution can achieve a bandwidth of over 1 Gbps
even when sending a single stream on Gigabit Ethernet. How-
ever, a large number of SACK packets are transmitted from the
receiver to the sender in order to inform out-of-order arrivals of
packets according to TCP standard. The frequent out-of-order ar-
rivals of packets affect the communication performance and waste
CPU power at both sides.

The reason why round-robin distribution causes frequent out-
of-order arrivals is explained with Fig. 4. The packets of a sin-
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Fig. 4 Receiver NIC ring buffer.

gle stream separately reach the multiple Eports at the receiver,
that is to say, the packets received by each Eport are not con-
tinuous. Note that the condition in Fig. 4 is just one example.
Most of high-speed NICs handling heavy traffic process several
packets at a time, either on the card itself or in an in-memory
DMA ring, either by the drivers based on polling or by receive
interrupt moderation. In this example, Packet 1, Packet 3, and
Packet 5 might be processed collectively before Packet 2, Packet
4, and Packet 6. Then out-of-order arises. This bundle processing
can take a substantial amount of load off the processor. How-
ever, in round-robin distribution, this way causes a large amount
of overhead to process out-of-order arrivals of packets. Naturally,
the frequency of out-of-order is higher when the bandwidth is
higher.

3.2 Design of PMCME
The implementation of PMCME is achieved only by modify-

ing the program code relative to the transmission. There is no
additional code in the receiving function. Figure 5 denotes the
sending side equipped with 4 Ethernet ports, on which 8 streams
created by 4 applications are running. Whether each stream cre-
ated by those applications is high bandwidth or not is judged by
the criterion described later, but it should be noted that “high
bandwidth stream” in this paper indicates the stream which has
much data left in its send buffer. Let us assume that Stream A, C,
E, F, G, and H underlined in Fig. 5 are high bandwidth streams.
Since specific Eport is allocated to each of those high bandwidth
streams in a round-robin fashion in units of streams, all pack-
ets of each stream are transmitted only by using allocated sin-
gle Eport and the numbers of streams in each Eport are approxi-
mately equal, namely, equal load-balancing is achieved. Whereas
the packets of the streams not judged as high bandwidth, Stream
B and D in Fig. 5, are transmitted using all Eports in a round-
robin fashion in units of packets. This scheme is the simple way
to avoid flooding because each Eport of the switch is periodically
able to relearn MAC addresses by ACK packets from the receiver.

The decision as to whether a stream is high bandwidth or not,
criterion for decision in Fig. 5, is determined by the amount of
data left on its send buffer which have not completed transmis-
sion yet. The term “complete transmission” above means having
received an ACK from the receiver. Figure 6 shows a TCP socket
send buffer and related members. The snd una, snd nxt, and
write seq member in the figure respectively indicate the first se-
quence waiting for an ACK, the next sequence to be sent, and tail
sequence of data copied from the user application. Criterion for
judging whether the packet belongs to the high bandwidth uses

Fig. 5 Outline of PMCME.

Fig. 6 Members of TCP send buffer.

Fig. 7 Relation between calculated value and bandwidth.

the value calculated by the subtraction of snd una from write seq
(shaded area in Fig. 6). If that value is larger than a certain thresh-
old, the packet is regarded as a high bandwidth stream’s packet.
This condition is based on the notion that the amount of data left
in send buffer is directly related to the level of necessity to trans-
mit the packets.

The relation between the bandwidth of single stream and the
value calculated by the subtraction of snd una from write seq are
shown in Fig. 7 to determine the value of threshold. As shown in
later Section 5.1, existing round-robin distribution, which is sec-
ond highest system in bandwidth performance next to PMCME,
achieve a bandwidth of 2.0 Gbps when running 8 processes on
8-core node whose condition is often used in parallel process-
ing. It amounts to this, that existing round-robin distribution is
capable to handle around a bandwidth of 250 Mbps per process
under that condition. Since the situation of send buffer varies de-
pending on network conditions such as heavy traffic, the number
of process, whether burst or ping-pong transfer, it is difficult to
determine the value of threshold. This time the value of thresh-
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old is determined so that PMCME regards the streams of band-
width over 250 Mbps as the targets to handle (i.e., high bandwidth
streams), though that term is valid under no heavy traffic condi-
tion. As show in Fig. 7, the calculated value reaches to about
6,000 at a bandwidth of 250 Mbps, so 7,000 is adopted as the
value of threshold to choose the bandwidth over 250 Mbps. Note
that, under heavy traffic condition, the streams of bandwidth un-
der 250 Mbps are easily regarded as high bandwidth streams. The
main purpose of threshold is to choose the streams being apt to
be delayed. In other world, in parallel processing with heavy traf-
fic, it is to except very slow streams from the targets. It has been
confirmed that ACK packets stream with no data and ping-pong
transfer composed of packets of under MTU size (1,500) are not
chosen by the value of 7,000 even under heavy traffic condition.

In addition, the destination and source MAC addresses of
Ethernet header are modified to achieve communication load-
balancing in the receiver side as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The Eports
of the sender is associated with the Eports of the receiver in a one-
to-one relationship by MAC table in which the relationships are
defined. According to those relationships, the destination MAC
addresses are replaced with the addresses obtained from MAC
table just before transmitting the packet so that the packets are
received by multiple associated Eports at the receiver.

The correspondence between each stream and Eport is man-
aged by two tables, one of which holds the Eport number to trans-
mit the stream, another is used for removing old entry unused in
former table. Since the number of entries of former table per
Eport is 100 at present, a hundred streams can be allocated to
single Eport. The value can be increased by hand, if necessary.
Upward scalability is guaranteed.

The first difference in bonding technique between LACP and
PMCME is how to distribute the streams to multiple Eports. Al-
though both are the same in that the streams are distributed in
units of streams, LACP distributes each stream according to net-
work parameters such as MAC address, IP address, TCP port
number, etc., whereas PMCME allocates selected high bandwidth
streams to multiple Eports in a round-robin fashion. If the as-
sumption is made that the bandwidths of selected streams are
almost same, PMCME achieves almost same load-balancing for
multiple Eports. Even if not, PMCME can make good use of all
of Eports. LACP does not always utilize all of Eport as shown in
Section 5. The second difference is PMCME does not require the
links between the switches because of a one-to-one correspon-
dence between sender’s Eports and receiver’s Eports as described
in Section 1.

The difference between round-robin distribution and PMCME
is the unit of distribution. Round-robin distribution distributes
the packets in units of packets so that a single stream is divided
to multiple paths. Naturally, that condition causes out-of-order
arrivals of packets as described in the foregoing subsection. The
packets are distributed to different paths one after another, the
out-of-order ratio is very high as shown in Section 5. In contrast,
PMCME causes little out-of-order arrivals since all packets of a
single stream are sent through a single path.

4. Implementation

The implementation of PMCME has been achieved by modi-
fying the existing Bonding module in Linux that originally pro-
vides communication load-balancing and fault tolerance function.
Once having loaded this module to system, a logical Eport is
made, whose default interface name is bond0, and it is called
master. The physical Eports are associated with the master by
tool beforehand in order to transmit the packets actually. These
associated physical Eports are called slaves. In sending process,
the protocol stacks deliver the packets to the master, that is to say,
the transmitting function in Bonding module. Next, that function
calls the transmitting function in actual driver of slave selected
according to the policy such as IEEE802.3ad and round-robin dis-
tribution. PMCME is added this module as new policy. Figure 8
shows PMCME mechanism. The mechanism requires three ta-
bles. First table is required to register Eport number allocated to
specified stream so that the following packets of the same stream
can learn already allocated Eport number. This table is looked
up by hash value calculated from TCP source port number. This
table is depicted as Port Info in Fig. 8 and table contents are de-
noted in Table 1. Second table maintains Port Info table, that is
to say, the entries which have become unnecessary (old) are re-

Fig. 8 Implementation of PMCME.

Table 1 Port Info table.
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moved by the second table. This table is a two-dimensional array
indexed by Eport number and consecutive number in each Eport.
Concurrently with registration into Port Info table, its hash value
is registered into this second table to remove its entry when be-
coming old (unused). Since the number of entries (streams) that
can be registered in each Eport is limited to 100, the old (prob-
ably unused) entry registered more than 100 entries ago is over-
written with a new one. Then Port Info entry corresponding to
overwritten one need to be removed to avoid that a new stream
use its old entry by mistake. Because TCP source port number
is used to calculate Port Info’s hash value. The TCP source port
number is reused by a new stream after some time. Even if the
old entries are in use (i.e., long-life streams), there is no matter,
because they will be registered again (i.e., relocation) if needed.
This action has another good effect. The relocation softens a lack
in load-balance caused by the differences in streams’ life-time.
This second table is depicted as Reg Info in Fig. 8. The third table
is called MAC table which is required to achieve load-balancing
at the receiver as described in Section 3 and later in this section.

In Fig. 8, each packet is judged using high bandwidth crite-
rion described in the foregoing section. Next, the packet is eval-
uated whether its TCP port number has already been registered
to Port Info table. If not, the specified Eport selected in a round-
robin fashion is registered Port Info table. On the other hand,
if the table already has a corresponding entry to the packet, the
packet and following same stream’s packets are transmitted from
Eport designated by its entry. Because the selection of Eports is
conducted in a round-robin fashion, the communication load of
each Eport is almost balanced. The old (probably unused) en-
tries are removed from Port Info table using Reg Info array as
described above.

Just before transmitting the packets, both the destination and
source MAC addresses are modified in order to achieve commu-
nication load-balancing at the receiver. Let X be the Eport num-
ber. The packets transmitted from the slave Eport X at the sender
always reach the slave Eport X at the receiver without exception
as shown in Fig. 8. Although the original Bonding module over-
writes all the slave Eports’ MAC addresses with the first slave’s
one in LACP and round-robin distribution mode, PMCME not,
namely each slave Eport keeps its original MAC address. The
association between the Eports of both sides is defined in MAC
table as shown in Table 2. The entries are inserted by the tool
just after loading of the module. Destination node identifier in
Table 2 is MAC address of the master of the destination node
and it is used as a search-key1. Destination Eport identifier is the
Eport’s consecutive number in the destination node, and it is used

Table 2 MAC table.

as a search-key2. New destination MAC address is the address to
replace the original destination MAC address in Ethernet header.
The combination of search-key1 and 2 is used to look up the entry.
The value of search-key1 can be obtained from outgoing packet.
The value of search-key2 is the same as Eport number used at the
sender because of a one-to-one correspondence between sender
Eports and receiver Eports. When the entry is found, the desti-
nation MAC address of the packet is replaced with new destina-
tion MAC address in the entry except for the packets transmitted
from the first slave Eport, that of which originally indicates the
first slave’s Eport in the receiver. The source MAC address of
the packet, which is the same as the first slave’s one despite slave
number in original specifications, is replaced with the actual slave
MAC address.

5. Evaluation

First, this section evaluates the basic communication perfor-
mance, one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, many-to-many
bandwidth, and latency. Second, the performance of parallel pro-
cessing are evaluated using NPB benchmarks. The subsections
which measure above performances only give the results of eval-
uated systems. The comparisons between evaluated systems are
discussed in the following subsections.

The four systems evaluated are follows:
1. Proposed method (labeled as PMCME).
2. IEEE802.3ad (LACP) of the existing Bonding module (la-

beled as LACP).
3. Round-robin distribution of the existing Bonding module

(labeled as Round).
4. Normal transmission using one Eport (labeled as 1Port).
The benchmarks run on a Gigabit Ethernet cluster of 8 nodes.

Each node is equipped with 2 Quad-Core Opteron 2.4 GHz CPUs
(8 cores per node), 16-Gbyte main memory and 8 Gigabit Eth-
ernet ports (Intel PRO/1000 ∗ 8). The used operating system is
Linux 2.6.24. Two switches, NETGEAR GSM7248R 48 Eports
and GS748TP 48 Eports both supporting LACP, are used to con-
nect 8 nodes, each with 8 communication lines (UTP cables).
Although different models of switches are used due to lack of
hardware, these two switches’ basic performances are almost the
same, so this disparity does not affect the results of the experi-
ments. When using LACP function, both of switches and nodes
employ source/destination MAC addresses based hash algorithm
because of the only policy they support. In general, this policy
is widely used. The connection forms of PMCME, LACP and
Round-robin system are shown in Fig. 9. One full line in the fig-
ure denotes 4 communication lines, that is to say, each node is
connected to switch using 8 communication lines (8 Eports). In

Fig. 9 Connection form of evaluated systems.
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LACP, the number of available Eports connecting two switches is
8 because of a limitation on the number of Eports available in the
specification for switches. This is not only true of NETGEAR
switches, but also for many vendors’ switches [13], [14]. All
nodes of 1Port system are connected to one switch (GSM7248R),
each using 1 Eport.

5.1 Bandwidth
The user application level bandwidths are evaluated for above

4 systems using Netperf-1.2.7 with a frame size of 1,518 bytes.
The following types of bandwidth are evaluated: unidirectional,
bidirectional bandwidth between 2 nodes, one-to-many (from 1
node to 7 other nodes), many-to-one (from 7 nodes to 1 node),
and many-to-many (from each of 8 nodes to 7 other nodes) to-
tal bandwidth. These bandwidths indicate the sum of bandwidths
of all streams. PMCME, LACP, and Round-robin are evaluated
with varying the number of processes per node as 1, 2, 4, 6, 8
processes (hereafter, 1p, 2p, etc.), because multi-core node gen-
erally executes multiple tasks concurrently to make good use of
CPU power. Figure 10 shows the unidirectional and bidirec-
tional bandwidths. PMCME achieved the best performance of
all. LACP does not improve in both performances because MAC
address based hash cannot achieve load-balancing in one-to-one
communication. In LACP, all of the packets between two nodes
have the same destination and source MAC address because all
slaves of the sender or receiver have the same MAC address.

Similarly, PMCME shows the best performance in all cases
of one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many bandwidths
as shown Figs. 11–13. Especially, PMCME dramatically out-
performs the others in many-to-one and many-to-many band-
widths. Many-to-many and many-to-one communication are es-
sential when executing the parallel applications which use to-

Fig. 10 Unidirectional and bidirectional bandwidth.

Fig. 11 One-to-many bandwidth.

tal exchange operations and gather operations. In one-to-many
bandwidth, the performance of Round is close to PMCME. Be-
cause Round distributes the packets of a single stream to multiple
slaves in a round-robin fashion at the sender, the load-balancing
of the sender is achieved almost completely. Round-robin distri-
bution is originally suitable for one-to-many communication such
as client/server systems.

5.2 Latency
This subsection evaluates the latency performance between

two nodes with Netperf-1.2.7 benchmark. Experimental results
are shown in Fig. 14. LACP (1 SW) and LACP (2 SW) respec-
tively indicate the latency between two nodes connected to the
same switch and that connected to separate switches interlinked
by 8 Eports with LACP. Accordingly, the later includes the la-
tency between the switches. PMCME achieves much better re-
sult than LACP and Round. Although the latency performance
of PMCME (39.4 µs) is slightly lower than 1Port (37.4 µs) due
to additional program codes, the slight degradation doesn’t mat-
ter so much because the bandwidth sensitive applications hardly
communicate on a ping-pong style. Another reason for better re-
sult in 1Port is because data cache miss rate of 1Port is slightly

Fig. 12 Many-to-one bandwidth.

Fig. 13 Many-to-many bandwidth.

Fig. 14 Latency.
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lower than that of PMCME. According to the results obtained by
Oprofile-0.9.3, data cache miss rate of NIC driver of 1Port and
PMCME are respectively, on average, 1.09% and 1.46% when ex-
ecuting one Netperf benchmark per node. 1Port always uses only
one Eport both for transmitting and receiving, while PMCME
usually uses two Eports, one for transmitting and another for re-
ceiving. Data cache miss rates tend to increase proportionally
with number of used Eports. Round using 8 Eports shows 2.35%
data cache miss rate, the highest rate of the 4 systems.

When considering the execution of bandwidth sensitive appli-
cations, PMCME has a good influence on the average latency be-
cause the packets waiting much longer in send buffer have priority
in transmitting.

5.3 Parallel Processing Performance
This subsection shows the evaluation results of parallel pro-

cessing performances using seven MPI benchmarks in NAS Par-
allel Processing Benchmarks (NPB) 3.3. class B. Although
PMCME is extensively applicable to TCP/IP applications, MPI
benchmarks in NPB are used in this subsection because they are
used frequently by researchers to evaluate the parallel process-
ing performance. In addition, they include massive data transfer
benchmarks which are suitable to evaluate the influences by the
increase of bandwidth. Figure 15 shows the rate of performance
increase in FT, LU, MG, CG, IS, BT, and SP as compared with
serial execution. 1p, 4p, and 8p denote the number of processes
running concurrently on each node.

PMCME achieves the best performance of all. In FT, MG, IS,
BT, and SP, 8p cases of PMCME achieve a processing speed re-
spectively 11.2, 13.8, 3.3, 18.2, and 10.6 times faster than serial
execution, and 1.67, 1.56, 2.04, 1.23, and 1.26 times faster than
the second highest ones. In LU and CG, 4p cases of PMCME
similarly achieve 20.1 and 5.3 times faster than serial execution,
and 1.33 and 1.25 times faster than the second highest ones. Es-
pecially, PMCME has the best effect in Is and FT, which respec-
tively achieve 2.04 and 1.67 times faster than the second high-
est ones. Both benchmarks frequently execute total exchange
operation called All-to-All collective communication. The rea-
son for high increase in IS and FT performance is because they
concurrently create a large number of high bandwidth streams,
more than three hundred streams at 8p, which execute frequent
All-to-All collective communications. Since PMCME particu-

Fig. 15 Parallel processing performance.

larly exhibits high performances in many-to-many communica-
tion as shown in foregoing subsection, All-to-All communica-
tions in IS and FT are accelerated.

In LU and CG, 4p are clearly faster than 8p. In LU, 1p of 4 sys-
tems show almost the same performance and the CPU execution
times per each LU process reach over 90% of the whole execution
times, that is to say, the idle times waiting the messages are slight.
These results show the bottleneck of 1p is CPU power shortage,
not communication capability shortage. This view is also made
sure by the fact that the performance of 8 processes running on
single node (8 cores) is almost the same as 1p in where single
process are running on each node of 8 node cluster communi-
cating with each other. Since a bottleneck is shifted from CPU
power to communication capability at 4p, CPU execution times
decrease by 55% to 35% at that time. Then, PMCME achieves
distinguished increase in performance because of improvements
of communication capabilities. There are two reasons why the
LU performance of 8p is less than 4p. First, the number of
transmitted and received packets at 8p is approximately 1.7 times
larger than that at 4p. Second, because the number of streams
created by LU per node is small, 5 at 4p and 10 at 8p, the num-
bers of streams allocated to each Eport are unbalanced compared
to FT and IS, which create more than a hundred streams.

Since CG conducts the communication patterns of butterfly
structure which is equivalent to All-reduce, the increase of pro-
cesses cause the increase of butterfly structure stages, that is to
say, the amounts of communication times increase. Also, in each
butterfly structure stage, since each process transmits the packets
to the specified destination, the number of streams running con-
currently in each stage is small. PMCME cannot make good use
of 8 Eports in CG. Consequently, CG also degrades at 8p.

In FT, MG, and BT on PMCME, still more improvements
(1.38, 1.14, 1.17 times, respectively) are achieved by increasing
the number of processes per node from 8 to 16, which exceeds
that of cores per node. This fact shows the main bottlenecks
of those applications are the bandwidth and PMCME can relieve
those bottlenecks.

5.4 Comparison of PMCME with LACP
First, PMCME have a wide applicability compared to LACP.

PMCME does not require the switch and node supporting
IEEE802.3ad (LACP). PMCME works well with the low-priced
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Fig. 16 Ratio of packets per port on FT using PMCME.

Fig. 17 Ratio of packets per port on FT using LACP.

non-intelligent switches and with any NIC drivers not supporting
LACP. In addition, in PMCME, the number and speed of avail-
able Eports are not limited. On the contrary, in LACP, the num-
ber of Eports available is limited to 8 in actual implementations
and all Eports are required to be of the same speed. Even if the
number of Eports available is increased to satisfy full bisection
bandwidth by upgrading LACP implementations, it introduces
new difficulties that the same number of Eports as the number
of Eports used for nodes is newly requited in each switch. In the
case of this experiment, each switch is required 64 Eports. The
number of Eports required increases sharply, as the number of
nodes connecting to single switch increases.

Second, PMCME has advantages in load-balancing techniques.
PMCME distributes the communication loads equally among all
Eports as shown in Fig. 16 which shows the ratio of transmit-
ted/received packets per Eport to total packets in FT. On the con-
trary, in LACP, it is difficult to distribute the loads equally because
the conditions of distribution are influenced by both the network
parameters such as MAC address, IP address, TCP/UDP port
number, etc. and implemented hash algorithms in switch. Fig-
ure 17 shows the ratio in LACP when using the switch supporting
MAC address based hash algorithm which most switches adopt.
LACP cannot distribute the packets equally not only to sender’s
Eports but also receiver’s Eports. As shown in Fig. 10, LACP
cannot improve the bandwidth performance in one-to-one com-
munication at all. This can be explained as follows. LACP as-
signs the same MAC address and IP address to all slave Eports in
order to manage as a single logical Eport. Accordingly, in one-to-
one communication, because MAC address based hash algorithm
selects the same switch Eport to transmit the packets, the receiver
receives all packets through a single Eport. Figure 18 shows the
ratio of transmitted/received packets per Eport using TCP port

Fig. 18 Change in packets ratio in LACP (TCP port).

Fig. 19 Ratio of packets per switch port on LACP.

Fig. 20 Ratio of SACK packets.

number as LACP hash key. The conditions of distribution also
vary from execution to execution, although it is not big in this
case.

Finally, PMCME does not require the interconnection links be-
tween the switches as shown in Fig. 1 (b) as far as the number
of nodes does not exceed that of switches’ Eports. This means
the communication bottleneck between switches, which is eas-
ily caused by bandwidth intensive applications, can be removed.
Meanwhile, in LACP, the ratios of the number of packets trans-
ferred by each of switch Eports unbalanced and the packets are
transferred by limited Eports, not by all switch Eports as shown
in Fig. 19. In this case, only 4 out of 8 switch Eports are used.
The above facts signify the links between switches are likely to
become a communication bottleneck in LACP.

5.5 Comparison of PMCME with Round-robin Distribution
First, PMCME can avoid frequent out-of-order arrivals of

packets which multi-path communication tends to cause. Fig-
ure 20 shows the total number of sending and receiving packets
per second, and the number of SACK packets in it at 8p. SACK
is one of TCP header options with which the receiver inform out-
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Fig. 21 Ratio of packets per Eport on Round-robin at many-to-one and one-
to-many bottleneck sides.

of-order arrivals or lack of packets to the sender. It is clear that
round-robin distribution (hereafter, Round-robin) causes frequent
out-of-order arrivals accompanied with massive SACK packets,
both of which waste the CPU power and network resources, and
obstruct the smooth packets’ flow. In Round-robin, the numbers
of SACK packets rise in proportion to the total packets per second
as shown in Fig. 20. As explained in Section 3.1, frequent out-of-
order arrivals in Round-robin are inevitable. Consequently, they
affect the performance of parallel processing. On the contrary,
PMCME causes little SACK packets, a maximum of 0.15% in
MG, because all packets of each high bandwidth stream are trans-
mitted through designated path.

Second, Round-robin cannot achieve equal load-balancing at
the receiver, whereas PMCME achieves as shown in Fig. 16.
Many-to-one communication causes a bottleneck in the receiving
side, and one-to-many causes a bottleneck in the sender side be-
cause the concentration of packets takes place at different sides.
Round-robin shows the different conditions between above two
types of communications. Figure 21 shows the packets balances
of Round-robin at above bottleneck sides, namely, the receiving
side in many-to-one and sending side in one-to-many commu-
nication respectively. Round-robin cannot relieve the bottleneck
of many-to-one due to load unbalancing in receiving Eports. On
the contrary, the packets of the bottleneck side in one-to-many
are equally distributed to multiple Eports. These facts signify
Round-robin is suitable for one-to-many communication such as
a client/server system. Whereas PMCME relieves both sides’
bottlenecks because equal load-balancing is achieved at the both
sides. PMCME is suitable for any types of communications.

5.6 Influence by the Number of Eports Available
We evaluate the impact of the variation of number of Eports

in each node. All the foregoing experiments are conducted with
8 Eports since LACP cannot support more than 8 Eports. How-
ever, PMCME and round-robin support more than 8 Eports, so
their experimental results using 10 Eports as well as the results
using 4 Eports are evaluated. Note that the number of links be-
tween switches in evaluating 4 Eports of LACP is 8. The rate
of increase in performance on both cases compared to the results
using 8 Eports are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. It is clear from the
results of PMCME in the two figures that the performances of
FT and IS, which carry out All-to-All communication, are obvi-
ously influenced by the number of Eports. Namely, an increase

Fig. 22 Rate of increase when increasing the number of Eports from 8 to
10.

Fig. 23 Rate of increase when decreasing the number of Eports from 8 to 4.

in the number of Eports improves the application performances,
and a decrease degrades. The performances of LACP naturally
decrease as the number of Eports available decreases. The round-
robin distribution performance of LU in Fig. 23 increases in spite
of a decrease in the number of Eport available. The number of
streams in LU, 11 at 64 processes, is much fewer than FT, 395 at
64 processes. LU does not require much Eports. In addition, a
decrease in the number of Eports decreases CPU busy rates be-
cause of a decrease in the number of out-of-order arrivals. Since
LU needs CPU power more than the other, a decrease in CPU
busy rate has a good effect on LU performance in round-robin
distribution.

6. Conclusion

IEEE802.3ad (LACP) and round-robin distribution are simi-
lar to PMCME in terms of distributing data packets to multiple
Eports without the dedicated interconnection network. PMCME
outperforms these methods in bandwidth, latency, and parallel
processing performance. LACP performance is influenced both
by the hash algorithms implemented in the switches and NIC
drivers, and by the network parameters in the systems, while
PMCME offers stable effect regardless any environments. The
experiments using more nodes are planned in the future to exam-
ine the effects of PMCME with larger environments.
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